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Price regulation is the limitation to property right, and this limitation 
should be justified. In the judgments of United States Supreme Court, the public 
interest was often regarded as the reason of price regulation. From Munn Case 
to Nebbia Case, following the attitude of the court to the price regualtion 
changed, the meanings of public interest also changed. There are several 
processes: “public interest” was first regarded as the reason of price regulation; 
embodied standards which were “public use” and “virtual monopoly” occured; 
“emergency”; the “public use” standard was more reified and the “virtual 
monopoly” standard was more strengthened; “destructive competition” in 
1930s’. Finally, the authority of the states to regulate price was affirmed 
constitutional.  
After World War Ⅱ, “public interest” was still the efficient standard in deciding 
whether the regulated price was constitutional. The Hope standard was established in 
Utility: Price regulation must balance the public interest and individual interest, the 
prices should enable a natural gas company to operate successfully, to maintain its 
financial integrity, to attract capital, and to compensate its investors for the risks 
assumed. Due to the serious shortage of energy sources in American that time, the 
court affirmed that the public interest could outweigh the individual interest in the 
special conditions when they explain and use the Hope Standard.  
After 1980, in the price regulation cases, the court viewed the public 
interest broadly to balance the public interest and individual interest. The 
meanings of public interest changed,but the analysis method of positivism 
always exist. This method can be used in the price regulation in China. 
There are two typical examples, the price regulation to Lanzhou beef 
noodle and the price regulation to convenience noodle in 2007. In these two cases, the 
Lanzhou beef noodle and the convenience noodle are both belong to the traditional 
private business, but the public interest in the two cases are different which could be 
analysed according to the method. So, with regard to whether the price regulations is 
necessary and valid, there are two different conclusions in these cases 
correspondingly.  
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① Munn v. Illinois , 94 U.S. at 125(1876).  
② Id., at 126. 

















































                                                        
① Budd v. New York , 143 U.S. 517(1892). 
② Id., at 532-533. 













































                                                        
① Brass v. North Dakota , 153 U.S. at 403 (1894). 
② German Alliance Insurance Company  v. Lewis, Superintendent of Insurance of The State of Kansas , 233 U.S. 
389(1914). 














































从上述案件看，19 世纪末到 20 世纪初， 高法院倾向于用公共使用和
实际垄断来判断价格管制的正当性。根据普通法原理，纯属私人的财产是
不受公共权力管制的，它的使用只涉及到司法问题，而非立法问题，但涉
                                                        
① German Alliance Insurance Company  v. Lewis, Superintendent of Insurance of The State of Kansas, 233 U.S. 
at 412－413 (1914). 
② Id., at 414－415. 














































                                                        













































院以超出 50 美分的面值加价出售门票。该法第 168 节授予经营许可，第 169
节要求提供保证金 1000 美元，保证没有欺诈或是敲诈勒索行为。第 167 节
宣称门票价格受公共利益约束，要受到州的监督管理，以保护公众免受欺
诈、勒索、过高的价格待遇等。172 节禁止门票以“高于门票面值 50 美分
的价格转售”，要求门票必须印上价格。上诉人泰森从事转售纽约剧院和一
                                                        
① Chas. Wolff Packing Company v. Court of Industrial Relations of The State of Kansas, 262 U.S. at 535(1923). 
② Id., at 538. 
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